
The East Course at Oak Hill Country Club

As Described by Past Champions

We feel very fortunate to be able to share with each of you the history of theJohn R. Williams Invitational. Over the last 50-plus years, some of the mosttalented amateurs and game’s great gentlemen have arrived here each fall to testtheir mettle against the mighty East Course. Many friendships are rekindled
or the next of many, we wish you all the best and hope that you enjoy  your time at the club and the challenge that awaits out on the course.



The Williams Tournament will always hold a special place 
in my heart.Part of its charm was the ability to play with 
a partner, to be a team,which is very unique to most 
competitors at the highest level of both amateur and 
professional golf. I was very fortunate to be playing with 
Mike Killian, himself a standout player who would go on to 
represent the US in the Walker Cup. We were both playing 
well at the time, and I was just coming off a victory in the 
Western Amateur.

The East Course at Oak Hill is a relentless test of golf. 
The track can wearyou out, both physically and mentally. 
The course requires quality shot after quality shot and the 
starting hole is no exception. While perhaps not the most 

struck drive with a subtle draw can leave you in position to 
attack the hole with a medium orshort iron. Miss your drive 
just a little, however, and you risk the fates of heavy rough 
and trees, as well as out-of-bounds, which borders the 

right side of the hole. From the rough, one may need to 

75 yards from the green’s front edge. Deep bunkers 
guard the hole from the left, right and behind. The green, 
particularly at tournament speeds, can be quite quick for 
any putt that comes from above the hole. Like many of 
the holes at Oak Hill, the well struck shot is likely to be 
rewarded with a chance at birdie, but anything less than 
excellence will leave a player scrambling for par.

We were thrilled to have the chance to compete on such 
a storied course and historic venue. We relished the 
opportunity to battle against the best amateurs in the 
country and to test ourselves on such a demanding track. 
Our victory in the  1971 John R. Williams Invitational 
remains one of the most fun experiences I have ever had 
in the game of golf.

1 THE Challenge  
460 yards, Par 4

By Andy North, 1978 & 1985 US Open Champion
1971 JRW Champion with Mike Killian



The second hole has historically been one of the easier 
holes on the East Course. Easy is a relative term, as the 
hole still presents certain challenges. The tee has been 
lengthened some 40 yards back towards Allens Creek. The 
aim point for the tee shot is at the fairway bunkers on the 
left but those bunkers and the ones on the right frame the 
fairway right in the landing area of the pro’s 3-wood and 
the amateur’s driver from that back tee.

During the 1980 PGA Championship, the fairway was only 
about 8 to 10 yards wide as it turned at the bunkers toward 
the start of the upslope to the green. Thankfully trees 

fader of the ball a path to start their tee shot with the hope 

Once you have found the fairway it is generally only a short 
iron to the green.The mistake on #2 is to be long. Over the 

to a down slope which makes saving par a real test of your 
short game skills. If conditions were perfect, I would try to 
keep my second shot in the center of the green and un-
derneath the hole. If the liewasn’t so pristine, I would try to 

carry to the front fringe, or even potentially run up a shot 
between the front two bunkers. There is a lot of slope and 
many subtle undulations on this green. Depending on 
the contours, the difference of a foot in any direction can 

and right hand greenside bunkers.

My William’s partner, Chip Lillich, and I had probably the 

and three runner-ups. You can check the record books at 
Oak Hill and see how many wins Chip had over the years 

unequaled number! He didn’t have the Classic Swing, 
but he could really play.

I believe I still might have the most unusual request of the 

in 1969 - I was getting married that day. By the way, we won.

2  THE BREATHER
401 yards, Par 4

By Terry Diehl, 1967, 1969 & 1974 JRW Champion
with Frank (Chip) Lillich



make a par. No need to think about going for the pin here. 
At 215 yards uphill, this hole requires a long, high, soft, 
well struck long iron or hybrid to hold this small green. 
Hang this tee shot out to the right and you will come up 
short, turn it over too much and your ball will bounce 
through the green. Either way you are left with avery 

green. Deep bunkers guard both sides of the green. This 
hole will give up very few birdies and always ranks as 
one of the hardest holes at Oak Hill.

Standing on this tee in the 2008 Senior PGA Championship, 

could bogey every single hole on this course. Although 
I missed the green, I was fortunate to sink 10 foot putt 

but very fair golf course.

3  THE PINES
214 yards, Par 3

By Bill Britton, Low Club Professional 2008 Senior PGA Championship at Oak Hill
1978 JRW Champion with John DeForest



welcome the opportunity for an easy birdie; however, this 
hole does not relinquish birdies easily, and walking away 
with par is often a good score. 

With the Williams being contested in the fall each year, 
there are typically cool temperatures and softer fairways, 
so this hole plays long at 570 yards. Starting with a drive 

the player to fade their tee shot. Two extremely deep 
fairway bunkers, however, are well positioned to accept 
any drive slightly off the intended line. An escape from 
these bunkers requires a wedge or short iron, often 
resulting in not being able to reach the green in regulation. 
Also, a common left to right wind, and out-of-bounds on 
the right side, adds  further challenges to the tee shot, 

While long hitters may take a shot in getting home in two 
from a good drive, the key to the second shot is avoiding 
two fairway bunkers approximately 100 yards from the 
green. A well placed second shot into the fairway positions 
the player for a short iron into a fairly receptive green.

The green slopes from back to front with a narrow knob in 
the center-back portion of the green, and when the hole is 
located on this knob, both approach shots and putts to 

severely over the back, and shots hit over this green rarely 
result in up-and-down saves.

A beautiful par 5 early in the round that offers the 

round, or create frustration by letting one get away, 
especially knowing in what lies ahead in the coming holes.

4  THE HIGH & MIGHTY
570 yards, Par 5

By Rick Cloninger and Greg Kennedy,
2005 JRW Champions



The 5th hole at Oak Hill’s East course certainly presents 

lies in several well placed trees and a brook, that’s often 
taken for granted.

The view from the tee is not for the faint of heart. Two 
very large oak trees guard the left and right sides of the 
fairway approximately 215 yards from the tee making the 
alignment of your tee shot critical. Any pull or push could 
catch a branch leaving you with an approach of over 200 
yards with water in play and possibly trees to go around. 
The tee shot must be aimed left centerto allow room for 
error as the brook comes into play on the right, very near 
the fairway. The player should be cautious of the left rough 
as well though, because any ball hit there leaves a mid iron 
approach from thick grass over water.

The 5th green sits slightly elevated and at an angle with 
the left side farther away from you. The angle of the green 
is often not given enough credit untilit’s too late. An 

water. Playing the approach conservatively long must be 
done with caution to keep from leaving yourself with a chip 
to a fast green running away from you.

The angle of the green away from you could mean as much 
as a three club difference between front right and back left 
pin placements. Spin is a concern when approaching the 
front right placement. Too much will bring the ball back to 
you, leaving either a long uphill putt or the possibility of 
the ball spinning off the green entirely.

The back left placement must be approached with the 
green bank and water in mind. A shot aimed right of the 
pin can take the slope and release left towards the hole.

Good Luck.

5  DOUBLE TROUBLE
428 yards, Par 4

By Frank Fairman and Arnold Cutrell,
2008 & 2010 JRW Champions



The 6th hole at Oak Hill was created in its present state 

Club divided between those purists that felt any redesign 
of a classic Donald Ross course was almost sacrilegious 
and the forward looking members that took to heart the 
subtle suggestions by the USGA that the course needed 
tweaking in order to be able to host another major. After 
much debate of the challenging design presented by the 

1980 PGA Championship.

Although the shortest on the entire course, the par 3 sixth is 
an imposing hole with the ever present Allens Creek running 
both in front and on the entire left side of the green. To 

traditional heavy northern rough, making any shot that does 

multi-level green offers a variety of pin positions that can 
make the 6th hole truly one of the most exciting to play.

In 2011, several additional changes were incorporated 
to make the 6th even more interesting. The green was 
enlarged and the contours softened to allow additional 
pin positions while also bringing Allens Creek closer to the 
front and side of the green. The banks were shaved down 
to the creek inviting more errant shots into the watery 

depending on winds, can range from an 8 iron all the way 
up to a 4 iron for skilled players.

The 6th hole also holds some very special personal memories, 
as I had the extraordinary experience of watching the Friday 
round of the 1989 U.S. Open from the stands erected behind 
the green. And yes, I did see every one of the 4 aces 
recorded by Doug Weaver, Mark Wiebe, Jerry Pate and 
Nick Price in a brief two hour span. From that same vantage 
point on Sunday, I could see every one of Tom Kite’s ill-fated 

bogey 7 that took him out of contention for one of the 
world’s most prestigious golf tournaments.

On the second day of the 1995 Ryder Cup, the 6th hole 
again played a key role in the competition as Constantino 
Rocca, playing with Sam Torrence, recorded an ace against 
the duo of Davis Love III and Jeff Maggert. The hole-in-one 
ultimately resulted in a key victory for the Europeans. That 
was only the 3rd ace ever recorded in Ryder Cup matches.

Since its creation in 1979, the Par Three 6th at Oak Hill has 
done itself proud, standing up to the test of the 1980 PGA, 
the 1984 U.S. Senior Open, the 1989 U.S. Open, the 1995 
Ryder Cup and now this year, the 2013 PGA. It has earned 
its way into the extraordinary design called “The East 

tests of golf in the world.

6  PINPOINT
175 yards, Par 3

By Ron Waeghe, 2005 & 2006 JRW Senior Champion
with Michael Sprouts



We have always considered Oak Hill East to be one of the 
toughest championship venues in the world from a driving 
perspective. The 7th hole may be the hardest of them 
all requiring precise accuracy to position yourself for a 

right side that eventually meanders through the fairway 
and heavy rough to the left, there is very little room for 
error. Even with a fairly decent drive down the right side of 

oak strategically situated close to the green. Plain and 
simple, this hole requires two perfectly executed shots.

yourself in heavy rough or a green side bunker making 

surface, putting is no easy task under tournament speed 
conditions. The green complex has very subtle breaks and 
runs from back to front. When arriving at the 7th tee one 

fortunate enough to make a par here, you probably gained 

7  CREEK’S ELBOW
461 yards, Par 4

By Ron Waeghe, 2005 & 2006 JRW Senior Champion
with Michael Sprouts



As you enter the long driveway to the Oak Hill Club House, 

the excitement that you will be experiencing at Oak Hill. 

This hole is a prime example of Donald Ross’ simplistic 

demands your full attention towards accuracy from tee 
to green. With little change over the years this hole has 
stayed a true challenge for today’s golfers.

You have the option to work the ball left or right from the 
teeing ground.Hitting the fairway is a must, however, as 
bunkers on both sides will more than likely prevent a 
successful second shot. Drives too far left or right will 

The approach shot from the fairway is more uphill than 

with a slight slope back to front and gets longer left to 
right. The back right pin requires extreme accuracy with 
any miss most likely resulting in a bogey.

In 1998, John and myself, while playing in the JR Williams 
tournament, made the only skin of the tournament when 

the back right hole location. Our team remains partial 

off the right side of the green bears a nameplate noting 
our win in the John R. Williams Tournament..

8  WAYSIDE 
428 yards, Par 4

By Don Erickson and John Benson,
1998 JRW Champions and 2008 JRW Senior Champions



The ninth hole is a bold dogleg to the right and it 
generates potential peril for a player from the outset. 
Although the fairway landing area appears moderately 
generous from the tee, the reality is far different. It 
demands an accurate tee shot, and the punishment for a 
shot that strays right or left can be severe. A player that 
misses the tee shot to the right will likely have limited 
options, and oftentimes must simply punch out and take 
his medicine. The left side does not provide forgiveness 
for the wayward tee shot either. The left portion of the 

that stray left of center. These shots will almost invariably 
bounce into substantial rough.

For the approach, the player faces an uphill, blind shot into 
the western sky.In short, the view for the approach shot 
can be vexing for any player. Perhaps it is better not to see 
the green, as obstacles abound. Bunkers protect the front 
left and right sides of the elevated, two tiered green. In 
addition, the green is smaller towards the back. It demands 
impeccable precision with the approach shot to get close 
to a back pin. Again, misses right or left create poignant 
challenges.

Although I do not recall any dramatic experiences during 
competitive play at The Williams on number nine, I do 
have happy memories. One is with previous playing partner 
and great friend, Bob Honegger, endearingly nicknamed 
“Hogs”. He had been struggling for the entire round, and 

was missing tee shots in both directions. When we 
approached the ninth tee, I said in a comical tone, “Hogs, 

snickered… and then rose to the challenge on the heels 
of my sarcasm. He hit his drive down the middle, and 

and pleasantly surprised.

Another story I recall was with long time playing partner, 
John Salamone. John, much to my chagrin, missed his tee 
shot to the left. I followed him by missing my tee shot to 
the right (much to his chagrin, I am certain). I commented 
that we had the hole “right where we wanted it,” as 
we walked off the tee. Similar to my unintentional 
psychological inspiration with Hogs, my words must have 
sparked Salamone. He punched his second shot out of 
the rough, close to the green. He then proceeded to hole 
his third shot for birdie.

In summary, I think many would agree that the ninth hole 

often dictate momentum in a tournament leading to 
the back side.

9  NEEDLE’S EYE
452 yards, Par 4

By John Kircher, 1975 JRW Champion with Mike Mercier
and in 2001 with John Salamone



Don’t count on the East Course letting up for one moment 

The back nine begins on the tight, 429-yard par four tenth 
hole. It plays almost entirely downhill, one of the very few 
holes that do so at Oak Hill.

Most competitors of the J.R. Williams will approach this 
hole with a driver off the tee due to its length and on 
many occasions, the colder/wet playing conditions. The 
tenth fairway pitches steeply from left to right with a large 
fairway bunker positioned on the highest side of the left 
rough at approximately 260 yards from the tee. Unless 
you’re able to shave your drive very close to the fairway 
bunker, or shape a draw off the tee, your ball will have a 
propensity to trickle into the right hand rough. If you drive 
it too far right, which is the most popular miss on this hole, 
you’ll be blocked out by a strand of trees that run up the 
entire right hand rough to the creek. From there you’ll have 
to assess your lie to determine whether you can shape 
something around these trees, or even advance it over the 
creek that runs across the fairway 80 yards in front of the 
green. A well struck and accurate drive placed in the fairway, 
however, will leave you a mid-to-low iron approach shot.

The tenth green is deceptively small and will only accept 
sharply hit irons. Balls veering towards the left side of the 
green will undoubtedly roll off due to the slope creating 
a challenging up and down. The most accessible hole 
locations are perhaps anywhere on the front third of the 

number ten due to its extremely demanding tee shot, long 
rough and trees down the right hand side, and smaller 
than average putting surface. Teams are always well served 
to make par here and move on.

Recently, I read a quote from a famous golf course architect 
regarding design. He stated that a true test of a golf 
hole’s greatness is to actually stand behind the green and 
examine the sightlines backwards to the teeing area. 

myself standing on this green every year, staring back over 
the creek up the pitching and rolling fairway to the tee 
perched high above us. It’s one of my favorite views on 

In 2006, my partner, John Webster, drove it perfectly off 
the tenth tee in the last round of the J.R. Williams. He 
then proceeded to hit a high drawing seven iron to a back 

foot birdie putt. This launched us into the mix with eight 
holes to play. We were fortunate enough to capture the 
championship that year.

10  COUNCIL GROOVE
429 yards, Par 4

By Bill Hutcheson, 2006 JRW Champion
with John Webster



Traditionally one of the easier holes on the course, this par 

thirty more yards.Now similar to most holes at Oak Hill, 
par is a great score. From the Championship tee, it is a 
very demanding shot with very little room for error. This 
will be a long iron or hybrid shot (if not more, depending 

place to miss and have a reasonable chance of making 
par is short, provided your ball avoids Allens Creek. 
Should you end up over the green at 11, it is an almost 
impossible up and down due to the back to front slope 
and speed of the green.

As you are choosing a club for this par 3 you have to keep 
all this in mind. When we calculate the yardage, we just 
try and get the yardage to the front section of the green 
which is also the largest landing area. We tend to aim a 

little bit left of center as to avoid the aforementioned creek 
that runs in front of the green and closes in on the right 
side. If you miss hit it slightly and wind up short of the 
green, you’ve given yourself a reasonable chance for an up 
and down. The green is surrounded by bunkers but they 
are not terribly penal.

In route to our Championship in 2004, from the short left 
bunker, I made a very solid up and down to a back left pin 
by hitting a decent bunker shot to six feet short, right of 
the hole and rolling the putt in.

11  THE WATERFALL 
226 yards, Par 3

By Jason Pool and Rob Menefee,
2004 JRW Champions



You look at the scorecard and you see 372 yards and you 
think this hole is an opportunity that Oak Hill is giving us 
amongst the other muscle holes.The fairway is tree-lined 
on both sides and offers no fairway bunkers. The hole 
doglegs slightly to the right setting up a second shot to an 
elevated, wellbunkered green. You believe, this must be 
a breather hole and a chance to get a stroke back on par 

tempted to get as close to the green as possible with your 

not length.

A key to this hole is not hitting the tee shot left or too far 
so as to be blocked out by the trees on the left. The further 
you hit it, the more these trees come into play. Anything 
in the extreme left fairway or left rough will require an 
approach either under or hooked around the overhanging 
branches. Neither of these approaches will work to this 
elevated, well protected green. This green will require an 
accurate short iron brought in high to stop quickly. The 
shot under or around the left branches will have very little 
chance of hitting and staying on the green. 

A rightward tee shot is potluck in the thick hardwood trees. 
Again, a punch out under the branches will not be 
successful in getting past the greenside bunkers and 
staying on this green.

This hole is indeed as simple as it appears with a perfectly 
placed 3-wood or hybrid. An accurately placed tee shot of 
240 yards leaves a 9-iron or wedge into this green which 
slopes aggressively back-to-front and left-to-right. The 
toughest pin is far back left which looks from the fairway as 
if the pin is placed in the fringe just inches over the bunker. 
No problem for the solidly struck short iron with the correct 
weight and aim!

The Leaning Oak is a beautifully conceived short Par 4 with 
opportunity rewarding accuracy and patience.

12  LEANING OAK 
372 yards, Par 4

By Randy Elliott and Mike Walters,
2012 JRW Senior Champions



with four partners.Each time the 13th hole presented a 

been reached in two shots from the championship tee. 
That could change in future majors, as advancing technolo-
gy may allow players
with two fantastic shots to place one up on the green.

For the seasoned mid-amateur and senior player, the “Hill 
of Fame” hole is normally played with a fairway wood off 
the tee. This should keep the drive short of the creek that 
bisects the fairway at 300 yards. This creek meanders down 
the right side, also coming into play. A long-iron or hybrid 
second shot will put the player 125-150 yards from the 
green, avoiding the right side fairway bunkers and the tree 

trouble on the left. From there the player will hit a low iron 
onto a receptive green. Keeping the ball below the hole 
is a must because the green is especially quick from back 

chance at birdie and the opportunity to happily play on to 
the next hole.

Perhaps the most memorable shot that I have seen on 
this hole occurred during the 1956 US Open. Ben Hogan’s 
approach shot was blocked by trees and mounds on the 
left, and he was faced with trees, bunkers and mounds on 
the right. Hogan hit a full shot across the fairway, hooking 
it back in and landing it on the green. WOW!

13  HILL OF FAME 
598 yards, Par 5

By Don Allen, inaugural JRW Champion in 1961, with brother, Ray Allen;
1965 with James Gabrielson, 1966 with Dick Siderowf, 1979 and 1981 with Charlie Murphy



While standing on the tee of 14 East, take a moment to 
look around. You are near the center of the Club’s property. 
You have just walked past the famous “Hill of Fame” and 
the beautiful clubhouse is at your back. To your left is the 

right for the pin position. You’re only an hour away from 
that green.

Ahead is the shortest Par 4 on the East Course. At 323 
yards and dead straight it should be the easiest. Don’t be 
fooled. It is a fair but also a demanding challenge - pure 
target golf. 

Decide the distance you want for your second shot and 
play the correct club to get you to your target. Many play-

lie just before the substantial uphill. Right or left with your 

tee ball and the trees will block your approach. Add ten 
plus yards to calculate your second shot.

The green has two levels and in order to have a chance at 
a birdie, you must be on the correct level. Too much club 

on another golf course. Too much spin and your ball can 
come back into a trap or heavy rough. We have watched 
our shots appear to be perfect from the fairway only to 

crested the hill. Once on the green the challenge is not 
over. Some subtle breaks will surprise even the most 
seasoned veteran. Although we have enjoyed our share 
of birdies, we also have seen many bogies. 

Beware of the wolf in sheep’s clothing.

14  BUNKER HILL 
323 yards, Par 4

By John Pate and Kelly Roberts,
2010 & 2011 JRW Senior Champions



Bring your go-to shot! 

I believe this to be Oak Hill’s most intimidating Par 3. 
Even though the length is moderate at 177 yards, it can 
be stretched to 195 yards. The tee box is on high ground 
and a few steps from the 14th green. The putting surface 
lies 30 to 40 feet below and plays into the prevailing wind 
which quarters from
the player’s left.

The green, the narrowest on the course averaging only 
thirteen yards wide, is lightly sloped left to right towards a 
pond that runs its entire length. The left side is protected 
by three bunkers whose surfaces lie below the green and 
small bank. It is a formidable sight. Left is the bailout side, 
but it’s no picnic, for a marginal lie in one of the bunkers or 

into play.

Danny Green and I won the John R. Williams in 1997. 
When we came to the 15th tee on the last day, we knew 
we were either tied or leading the tournament by a single 
shot. We had a strong wind quartering into us out of the 

the pin was back center right. From the elevated tee, a 

I was striking the ball well that day and most of my iron 

shot at hand. As well as I was swinging the club that day, 
I still remember placing my tee in the ground and feeling 

that day, and it wasn’t because of the beauty of the hole. 

leaving a thirty plus foot putt. If I executed, it would allow 
Danny to have a free swing at it. I aimed left center of the 
green counting on my draw to hold up against the wind. 
I made one of the best swings of the day. The shot 
ended up on the right center of the putting surface due 
to the wind being stronger than anticipated near the more 
exposed green. The relief and satisfaction as the ball 
found the short grass was tremendous. That shot, to this 
day, was the most memorable of the tournament for me.

Danny hit a really good shot to less than 20 feet. 
Unfortunately, he was unable to convert the birdie. 

4-4-4 on the last three holes and won the tournament 
by a shot.

15  THE PLATEAU
181 yards, Par 3

By Mike Mercier, 1975 JRW Champion with John Kircher
and in 1997 with Danny Green



The 16th hole at Oak Hill is undoubtedly the most straight-
forward par 4 on the East, and may well be the least 
demanding of all the holes on the entire course. It fails 
to play to its actual length because of a gradual downhill 
slope toward the green. The green is also relatively 
uncomplicated as the breaks tend to be subtle, and not as 
severely sloped as many of the other green complexes.

The main problems competitors tend to have off the tee 
are either the long tee shot that hits on the left side of 
the fairway or the tee ball sprayed out right. In the former 
case, your shot tends to carom off the sloping fairway into 
the left rough. In this circumstance you will normally be 
afforded the opportunity to play a low running shot under 
the trees up and onto the green. The rightward miss, 
however, leaves little option but to play safely back into 
the fairway.

Missing the green is not as scary on this hole as most at 
Oak Hill, as the bunkers are not exceptionally deep and 
the green, from below the hole, leaves a fairly painless 
pitch. Miss the green from above, however, and a four 
becomes a real challenge.

require hitting two perfect golf shots. I consider it a rose 
between two thorns, stuck in between holes 15 and 17, 
two holes that require nothing but perfect shots.

Back when the Williams was contested at match play, 
Ronnie Tumlin and I closed out our opponents on this hole 

16  STRAIGHTAWAY
439 yards, Par 4

By Tom Knapp, 1991 & 1992 JRW Champion
with Ronnie Tumlin



members, but a whopper of a par four for those of us who 
play the Williams. It was a tough hole in the past, but the 
new tee for the 2003 PGA (and re-lengthened in 2013) at 
500+ yards makes it a monster par four now.

The tee shot is uphill all the way, leveling some 280-300 
yards off the tee. Chances are pretty good that if you can’t 
carry to the top, that you will have an uphill lie for your 
second. That actually acts in your favor, as you’ll need the 
height for your very long second. If you are very long off 
the tee, you can get to the top and have a nice view back 
down the hill for your second. If you are insanely long, 
you’d best be able to shape it left to right, as a ball landing 
on top or on the way down has a good chance of going 
through the fairway to a tough shot from the rough which 
needs to be shaped (right to left now) around a large tree. 
Anything pulled or hooked off the tee faces a very long 
second from an uphill lie in the rough. Anything blocked 
or faded risks hitting trees and dropping 250 plus out 

certainly need to hit the next one low below the branches 

front entrance.

or otherwise, you are most likely faced with a long iron 
or more. With a small entrance to the green between two 

-
surface. The new hybrids sure come in handy here as they 

for here.

The green is concave, with a depression in the middle. 
That makes the center of the green a handy place to be, 
but also makes a devilish shot if you have short sided 
yourself to a pin placed near the green’s edge. The green 
itself is subtle, but not all that tricky once you are on it.

Though we try to stay in the present, it’s hard not to get 
distracted by what always faces us on the last few holes. 

My memories of the 17th vary from facing the challenge, 
to frustration to exasperation and the relief felt when my 

2009 Williams!

17  TWIN TEES
509 yards, Par 4

By Rob Cowan, 2009 JRW Champion with Tyler McDannold
and in 2011 with Dave Bunker



The 18th hole at Oak Hill may well be the most challenging 
par 4 on the golf course. Standing on the tee, looking 
down the fairway, one notices a very small margin for error 
both right and left. The bunkers on the right are more 

green is very shallow. It is best to hit a long, accurate drive 
in the fairway to set up a mid-iron to attack the pin. 

down. If one is going to miss the green, erring either 
short or a little right provides the best bailout to allow 

My brother and I arrived to the 18th in the late summer 
of 2012 at the J.R. Williams, with the nervous anticipation 
of knowing that a birdie would win the tournament and a 
par would force a playoff. The two of us knew that long 
was dead and we wanted to at least have a good chance 
at par. After both hitting our drives left we hit our second 
shots a little short on the hillside, leaving us with two pretty 
good chances at getting up and down. We hit our chips to 

force a playoff.

We went back to the 18th tee for the playoff. Knowing that 
hitting the fairway was crucial, we fortunately proceeded to 

get up and down. David was then faced with a 170 yard 
shot to a back left pin. After discussing his approach with 
me, David wanted, simply, to hit the ball in the middle of 
the green. David went on to hit the shot we were looking 
for to about 50 feet right of the pin with a nice uphill putt 
for birdie. Our opponents hit their approach to 10 feet and 
it was not looking good for us.

putt to hopefully force a second playoff hole. After looking 

feet from right to left and was severely uphill. David hit the 
putt with great speed and the ball found the bottom of a 
cup for an unlikely birdie! Needless to say, we were both 

hug. After our opponent’s birdie bid slid by the hole, we 
were J.R. Williams champions. This was a memorable way 

at one of the most prestigious courses in the world.

18  GOIN’ HOME 
497 yards, Par 4

By Ronald and David DeNunzio,
2012 JRW Champions


